






All timings are approximate
We will aim to finish by 4:30
There will be loads to get through so we 
may have coffee and talk business,
And there will be an exercise straight after 
lunch which you may choose to spend you 
lunchtime working on



Francis
Rosie
Lynn





Business card ideas generator
Over to Rosie




You’ve all seen those business plans where 
you spend weeks of your life filling in a 
detailed business plan that you never look 
at again and which is out of date within the 
first 3 weeks of you striating your 
business.
We are going to look at a  very different 
sort of business plan



We will be using a lean business model
Not lean (as in Pisa )
But lean as in less waste
So it’s a VERY simple business plan idea 
and at the day …………….



Here it is

You will understand all of these 
boxes ~SO well that you will be 
able to 
a)  Fill it in in about 15 minutes for 

any new idea
b)  Use it again and again EVERY 

business idea

c)  It might look a bit complicated 



 

And it all starts from this idea

Eric Reis’ circle of business startup 
and learning

You have an idea
You build a quick prototype – the 
smallest version of your product or 
idea that you can use to TEST 



Because, ultimately, what you need 
to AIM for, for a product that 
provides a solution to a currently 
un-solved problem
For people who need that problem 
solving AND who are willing to pay 
for it.

 .
If you’ve got product/market fit 
right then your product is flying off 
the shelves! (Lotus example)



This is the order of the riskiest 
thing first, not the most fun. 
Important point to remember. 4 is 
where your big idea normally sits, 
but in fact you need to get there 
sloooowly



So we’ve done the had an idea, and 
started on the what we’re going to 
build and why stages

Now, before we move on we need 3 
businesses to work on today.

Some of you will have come with an 
idea. Some of you might want to 
work on an idea you’ve just 
generated.




With our business card exercise we 
had a look at boxes 1, 2, 3 and 4. 
Can you see that? 
(pick an example of one of the 
ideas generatred)

We’re going to look at the first 3 
things. Order is not important. 
Things that fit elsewhere still write 
them down and put them on 
stickies.



How this is going to work





Have a coffee
Meet your new team mates



Monster game





So we now know 1, 2, 3 and 4
What is our Number 5?
What makes us SPECIAL?
What makes us different from any 
other product on the market?



 

And it all starts from this idea

Eric Reis’ circle of business startup 
and learning

You have an idea
You build a quick prototype – the 
smallest version of your product or 
idea that you can use to TEST 



We need to know who our customer is
We are looking for our IDEAL Customer

What does our Ideal Customer look like?




You are looking for your ideal client






 

And it all starts from this idea

Eric Reis’ circle of business startup 
and learning

You have an idea
You build a quick prototype – the 
smallest version of your product or 
idea that you can use to TEST 





What do we say to our Ideal client?
Which assumption (you’ve written on your 
sticky note) is the ONE that underpins all 
the others
Which is the one that if it fails…… you 
don’t have ANY customers at all?

That is your NUMBER ONE assumption you 
need to TEST first





Ics = Ideal clients?









 

And it all starts from this idea

Eric Reis’ circle of business startup 
and learning

You have an idea
You build a quick prototype – the 
smallest version of your product or 
idea that you can use to TEST 



On the Learning Feedback sheet, write 
down what you have learned about your 
assumption
About your Ideal client
About how to ask questions
What was a good question? Why?
What was a bad question? Why?

What would you do differently next time?




Now we’ve a few boxes still to fill in



Let’s talk money

How are customers going to PAY us
What are they going to PAY us for 
exactly

What is it going to cost us to 
produce the “thing”

HOW are we going to deliver the 
“thing” to the customers ? Online 





Over coffee pull together a 5 minute (or 
less) quick summary of the top 3 most 
important things you’ve learned from today




Have a coffee
Meet your new team mates



Simon Sinek
Everything starts with WHY you do what 
you do

Then what you do flows from the WHY

Then the How you do it, is “easy”

GIVE examples.



A useful idea when thinking of what to do 
and why
It will help with EVERY decision making  
question



Draw the factory on some paper



Lynne
Mark





Talk to us at the end if you are interested
This offer is ONLY available if you sign up 
at the end of today
And pay by the 19th December 2014



A look back on the day

A talking wall
Good OK and not good

And thank you




